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Budapest, Scotland, New York and
Montreal are four destinations we’re
currently loving for romantic travel.

Bu da p e st

This central European city is quite simply a symphony for the senses; a place as charming
as it is modern and exciting. With its dazzling architecture and burgeoning food and fashion
scenes, Budapest is poised to become the next Paris—minus the pretension.
Nicknamed the spa capital of the world for the hundreds of thermal and mineral springs
that run beneath the city feeding its numerous bath houses, relaxation is an integral part of
daily life in Budapest. For centuries locals have been “taking the waters” to cure everything
from hangovers to arthritis.
Budapest is also a place where derelict buildings are being transformed into trendy ruin
bars—another of the city’s claims to fame (hence the aforementioned hangovers!).
Find a full budapest honeymoon itinerary at weddingbells.ca/budapest
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Get a bird’s-eye view of the
city from High Note SkyBar.
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Mid-century modern touches in the
lobby of Fairmont Queen Elizabeth.

mo n t r e a l

The bright lights of Times
Square and Broadway.

Shack up with Mick Jagger in the Aria Hotel’s comtemporary wing.
Unwind with a glass of wine in the
Aria’s lavish Music Garden.

The design of all rooms at The Whity is luxe and
eclectic and will make you feel right at home.

n ew yo r k

A massage at Harmony spa is the perfect antidote to jet lag.

Photos courtesy of The Whitby/Firmdale Hotels. Photos courtesy of Fairmont Queen Elizabeth.

An average summer afternoon might include a
trip to the Széchenyi Thermal Bath, one of the largest
bath houses in Europe with 21 pools and 11 saunas,
followed by lunch at a Michelin-starred restaurant
(there are several to choose from) serving modern
takes on Hungarian classics like goose liver and
goulash, and local wine spritzers on a sun-speckled
terrace on the shores of the Danube.
The romance of Budapest is undeniable, and at
the heart of this is the city’s connection to its musical
heritage. Handsome, captivating piano virtuoso and
composer Franz Liszt is a national hero (even the
international airport bears his name) and, in some
ways, Liszt has become a muse for the city, which
shares his famous characteristics. Nowhere is this more
evident than at the Aria Hotel, a luxury property in the
city centre inspired by music. Designed to resemble a
lavish Hungarian palace, the property features four
wings, each dedicated to one of four major genres
of music: classical, opera, contemporary and jazz.
The Aria is also situated directly beside the famous
St. Stephen’s Basilica and offers unparalleled views
of the iconic church’s dome and bell tower from its
rooftop bar. High Note SkyBar is the only year-round
full-service rooftop garden terrace in Budapest and
boasts creative cocktails and a menu of light bites
conceptualized by Gerbeaud, one of Hungary’s most
famous culinary brands. The hotel even employs a
music director to provide guests with advice on current
cultural and musical activities in the area.
Whether wandering Budapest’s cobblestone
streets, touring the bustling market halls or enjoying
an evening at the iconic 19th-century opera house, it’s
easy to lose yourself in the quiet rhythm of this place
and almost impossible not to fall in love with what you
discover.—Jen O’Brien

A Terrace Suite at The Whitby.
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Soak in local culture with a healing dip in the pools at Széchenyi Bath.

The Big Apple is a city that is always electric and evolving. It only
takes a New York minute to feel caught up in the city’s energy once
your feet hit the streets to explore its many neighbourhoods and
boroughs—from Soho to the Meatpacking District, Chelsea to the
newly hip Midtown. It’s the pace of the city and all the amazing food,
entertainment, shopping and cultural experiences that make it such a
romantic spot.
When it comes to choosing your honeymoon hotel, a property
offering an intimate, quiet and luxe stay is likely top of your list and we
have found the ultimate spot: the Whitby. Opened in Feburary 2017,
the Whitby is a sister property of the Crosby hotel, both American
outposts of the London-based Firmdale Hotels. The signature of
Firmdale is the incredibly eclectic-yet-cozy stylings of interior designer
Kit Kemp, who co-owns Firmdale with her husband, Tim. The couple’s
philosophy: “Hotels should be living things not stuffy institutions.” This
is exactly what you will enjoy at the Whitby.
Tucked away in the heart of midtown at West 56th and 5th
Avenue, the hotel is truly a sanctuary in one of the buzziest parts of
Manhattan (you will actually find your self breathing a big ‘ahhhhh’ the
moment you enter the lobby). Incredible art pieces and fabrics create
a colourful cozy lobby, lounge, bar and restaurant on the main floor.
Spread over 16 floors, each of the hotel’s 86 rooms are individually
designed by Kemp, and boast floor-to-ceiling windows for incredible
city views and a feeling of airy dreaminess. For a just-married splurge,
book a junior terrace suite where you can enjoy romantic breakfasts in
an oasis of zen in the big city. Other pleasures to enjoy at the Whitby:
traditional afternoon tea and a retro film screening in its private
theatre. Once you check in, you won’t want to leave! The Whitby is
a wonderfully immersive, luxury hotel experience that will definitely
leave you positively smitten.—Alison McGill

If you are considering a honeymoon at home, the city of
Montreal is perfect thanks to it’s Euro-vibes and charm. For
romance, Old Montreal’s cobblestone streets can’t be beat—
take a wander through this historic neighbourhood and explore
all its nooks and crannies packed with interesting cafés, bistros
and artisan shops. Another must? A trip to the top of Mount
Royal for a breathtaking view of the city below. No visit to
Montreal is complete without sampling such culinary delights as
bagels, smoked meat and poutine.
Currently topping our radar as the place to stay is the newly
revamped Fairmont Queen Elizabeth hotel. The property closed
for one year to undergo a top-to-bottom reno, reopening in
July 2017 with a modern, mid-century interior that is funky and
fabulous. Our choice for the ultimate stay at the hotel is Suite
1742, which was made famous in 1969 when John Lennon and
Yoko Ono made it the site of their second Bed-In for Peace.
Preserving the original character of the suite was
paramount. Furniture was positioned in the same way John and
Yoko had it set up for theBed-In—with the bed placed in front of
the suite’s living room window. Above the bed are reproductions
of the Bed-In’s famous handwritten messages, “Hair Peace” and
“Bed Peace”. The suite’s modern and eclectic decor is inspired
by the places the couple lived or visited, including London, New
York, Tokyo and New Delhi.
The suite is home to a host of original and distinct artwork
to give guests a fully immersive experience. Installations
produced and designed by Montreal art direction agency
MASSIVart found in Suite 1742 include a cabinet containing
photos, videos and historical items. The suite also has a virtual
reality angle—you can don headsets placed on the nightstands
next to the bed, which immerse you in John and Yoko’s world.
We vote giving peace a chance and checking into this iconic
suite—it’s an experience that’s bound to be almost as special
as your wedding day itself.—A.M.

Suite 1742, made famous by the
Lennon-Ono Bed-In, is the perfect
honeymoon choice. Restaurant
Rosélys offers chic French dining.
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